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ABSTRACT
One of the most interesting research questions for the microarchitecture community is:
“How can we effectively use the increasing number of transistors available on a single
chip while avoiding wire delay problem?” The time needed for a signal to reach the
opposite edge of a chip is becoming longer than one cycle, and because of this, it
becomes hard to gain more performance improvement with the scaling of superscalar
architectures. One viable solution for using all the available transistors efficiently and
effectively, while hiding wire delay as much as possible is to parallelize resource usage
through resource clustering and decoupling. Recently a good number of tiled/clustered
architectures have been proposed, indicating that this field is gathering high interest
from both academia and industry.
KEYWORDS: multiprocessors architectures, scalability, wire delay, chip multiprocessors.

1 Introduction
The natural way for improving the uniprocessor systems is connecting several
uniprocessor systems with some kind of interconnection to work together. This is the main
idea of all multiprocessor systems. As the technology was improving, it became possible to
place more than one processor on a single chip, and therefore chip multiprocessors
became reality. One type of chip multiprocessors are tiled architectures. Tiled architectures
have some number of tiles that are replicated on the chip and connected with on-chip
network. Using this approach, design is more simpler, because with technology improving
just new tiles are added, and everything else (computational model, programing model,
interconnection, memory organization) can stay the same.
The focus of this poster is to present some recent proposals that employ the tiling
paradigm at different extents, in a comparative fashion, and highlight their main features
and advantages. Architectures that are presented in this poster are (in alphabetical order):
Raw [1] (MIT), Smart Memories [2] (Stanford University), Synchroscalar [3] (University of
California, Davis and Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo), TRIPS [4]
(University of Texas at Austin) and WaveScalar [5] (University of Washington), CDE [6]
(Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya). In the second part, we present our idea how to
design tiled architecture based on the SDF [7] architecture.

2 Main Idea of the Proposed Architectures
The Raw architecture tries to overcome wire delay problem by tiling resources on the chip
into some number of equal processing cores and making that no wire is longer than the
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length or width of a tile. Its ISA allows programmer to have an effective control over the
communication hardware between tiles and towards off-chip modules.
Smart Memories is a modular reconfigurable architecture that can alter its wires, memory
and computational model to adapt to the type of application it executes. It's tiles can be
processing or memory.
Synchroscalar performs non-homogeneous voltage and frequency scaling of different tile
sets to achieve the lowest power consumption, while reaching the performance targets.
There are processing and control tiles.
TRIPS tries to avoid wire and memory latency problems by tiling processing cores and
placing more memory on the chip, and to adapt its architecture in order to exploit
different types of parallelism like, instruction, thread and data level parallelism.
Processing cores and on-chip memory are reconfigurable to achieve this.
WaveScalar has a huge number of simple processing elements which communicate
operands in a way to employ dataflow execution model. They are grouped in tiles, with
the memory on the edges of the chip. It exploits dataflow locality through static and
dynamic prediction of instruction dependencies in the dynamic trace of the application.
CDE consists of one Epoch Control Processor (EPC) and a grid of MIPS R2000-like
processing tiles. Compiler partitions program into two levels of hierarchy - Control Epoch
which are large code segments, each containing several Dependence Clusters, which are
chains of dependent instructions. Processing tiles execute individual DC threads, and EPC
fires these DCs by processing epochs. This architecture is still in the early stage of
development.

3 Advantages and Disadvantages
Common advantage of all presented architectures is good scalability.
Synchroscalar architecture addresses mainly communication and multimedia applications,
while others are designed with idea to be used as a general purpose architectures.
Synchroscalar has good power saving capabilities that are close to ASIC design and still it
provides the flexibility of the DSP. It doesn't achieve the highest performance possible
because of the power efficiency, but in embedded systems power characteristics can be of
bigger importance.
Raw and TRIPS have shown good performance over wide range of workloads with
different types of available parallelism. The advantage of Raw is that it doesn't need any
hardware reconfiguration to achieve this. TRIPS, like Smart Memories, require its
hardware to be reconfigured, but thanks to this they can adapt to many different
workloads and to have maximum performance. Through its ISA, Raw allows
programmers to access gates, wires and pins and to try to achieve better performance and
power efficiency. In TRIPS there are still open questions about interface between software
and reconfigurable hardware. Smart Memories chip can be connected with other chips of
same kind as a part of a wider multiprocessor system.
WaveScalar has also shown good initial performance, but it is still in the early phase of
development and there are some open questions (interrupts handling, I/O). Its main
advantage is that it is a dataflow hardware that runs programs that are written in standard
programming languages.
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4 Tiled SDF (TSDF)
We propose a new tiled architecture based on the SDF architecture. Our idea is to apply
tiling paradigm to the SDF execution model. We want to have several threads running in
parallel, while keeping most of the data accesses to local resources, not the shared one.
Programs can be the same as in basic SDF architecture.
There are two tile types,
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Figure 1. – TSDF architecture
thread is scheduled to the
tile.
Tiles communicate data through the network, but its organization is still an open issue.
Control tile can send broadcast message to all execution tiles.
Algorithm of Global Scheduler:
1 GS issues a thread of the program to the first available tile, by looking up Free Frames
Table, and assigns an entry in the Waiting Table (Thread_Id, Status,
Instruction_Pointer, Synchronization_Counter, Tile_Id).
2 For each FALLOC request (IP, SC) assigns new entry in the WT with Status = Waiting,
and Tile_id = Unknown. Thread_Id is equal to the number of entry. As a FALLOC
response sends, Thread_Id and IP.
3 On each STM (STORE Message, see bellow) decrements SC of the entry with matching
Thread_Id.
4 If some SC reaches zero, GS decides on which tile to map the thread, sends message to
that tile (Tile_Id, Thread_Id, IP, SC), changes status to Executing, and writes Tile_Id in
the field of the WT entry. Also, sends broadcast message to all the tiles with Tile_Id
and Thread_Id.
5 For each FFREE instruction, changes the Status of the WT entry with matching
Thread_Id to FREE.
I-Structure
memory

Algorithm for Local Scheduler:
1 Forwards each FALLOC from execution stage to the GS, and waits for the Thread_Id
in response.
2 STORE instructions in the post-store stage are grouped by the Thread_Id, and for each
Thread_Id one STM is sent to the GS with Tile_Id, and SC (number of data stored for
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that thread). Also, every STORE is stored in the Local Store Buffer (Thread_Id, Offset,
Data).
3 When receives thread assign it allocates one frame in the Local Frame Memory for that
thread, loads the code block into I$, waits for the number of received data to reach SC
(some data can be local), and then enables the thread. Thread then goes to pre-load,
execute and post-store stage.
4 If the tile receives data request message it checks if there are data with the same
Thread_Id in the LSB, and if there are, sends the data, and frees the LSB entry.
5 After the thread is executed FFREE message is sent to GS.
6 If there is I-Structure access to the remote tile, it sends the request.
7 On I-Structure request, checks if the address is local and if it is, send the data
response.
From these algorithms we can see that all the loads in the pre-load stage are to the local
memory. Stores in the post-store stage are to the LSB, and all these data, at some point, are
sent to the LFM of the local or remote tiles.

5 Future work
Here we presented our idea how the TSDF architecture can be organized. Next step will be
evaluation. With this approach we try to achieve good scalability and avoid wire delay
problem, while keeping the SDF execution model. There are still some things that are not
precisely defined, like network connection between tiles. Also there is a lot of space for
optimization and improvement, like algorithm for global scheduler that would minimize
communication, or optimal number of pipelines in each tile.
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